Introduction of missingness into resampling data sets
We used the 10,128 patients with no missing data (data set C) as the basis for the resampling study. We created 1000 data sets each containing 2000 patients sampled with replacement from data set C. We introduced missingness in two patterns: a pattern similar to the entire data set A, and a pattern specifically for testing imputation of categorical variables. Categorical variables were less than 2% missing because all the medical diagnoses were considered to be fully observed; in primary care records it is expected that major diagnoses are recorded if present, and absence of a diagnosis is conveyed by lack of a diagnostic code. In order to test the Random Forest imputation method on categorical variables, we therefore created sample data sets with an alternative missingness model (which bore no relation to the missingness pattern in data set A).
1. Missingness similar to data set A (Missing at Random). We first calculated the proportion of patients in data set A with each combination of variables missing, which we will refer to as a 'missingness pattern'. We used logistic regression to predict the probability of being a complete case in data set A based on the following fully observed predictors: linear and quadratic terms for age, medical diagnoses, gender, type of endpoint, Nelson-Aalen marginal cumulative hazard and whether the practice was receiving electronic laboratory results. We adjusted the intercept of the model in order to predict approximately the same proportion of patients as having complete case status as in data set A. For the patients assigned to be complete cases, we allocated missingness patterns in which all variables were fully observed or only auxiliary variables were missing, in the same proportions as in data set A. The remaining missingness patterns were assigned to non-complete cases, also in the same relative proportions that these patterns were present in data set A. This produced a data set with similar proportions of missingness as data set A and the same combinations of variables missing together, but where the underlying 'true' (observed) values for all variables were known. We also created a similar missingness pattern with double the proportion of complete cases as in data set A.
Missingness of categorical variables (Missing Completely at Random).
We introduced missingness completely at random in each of the categorical variables except gender, with each observation given a 20% probability of being missing, with independence between missingness of different variables. We also created a similar missingness pattern in which the probability of missingness was 10%, and the proportion of complete cases was roughly double. In these missingness patterns, continuous variables were completely observed.
Web Figure 1:
Boxplots showing bias of estimates of log hazard ratios for partially observed continuous variables with data missing at random (missingness mechanism 1) in 1000 samples of patients with stable angina in the CALIBER database.
The solid horizontal line is the 'true' log hazard ratio from the full data set C; the dashed lines are ±1 empirical standard error. The boxes span the 25th to 75th percentiles and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Abbreviations: CALIBER, CArdiovascular disease research using LInked BEspoke studies and electronic Records; HDL, high density lipoprotein; HR, hazard ratio; MAR, missing at random; MICE, Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations; PMM, predictive mean matching; RF, Random Forest.
Web Figure 2 . Boxplots showing bias of estimates of log hazard ratios for partially observed categorical variables missing completely at random (missingness mechanism 2) in 1000 samples of patients with stable angina in the CALIBER database.
The solid horizontal line is the 'true' log hazard ratio from data set C; the dashed lines are ±1 empirical standard error. The boxes span the 25th to 75th percentiles and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Abbreviations: CALIBER, CArdiovascular disease research using LInked BEspoke studies and electronic Records; HR, hazard ratio; MCAR, missing completely at random; MICE, Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations; RF, Random Forest.
Web Figure 3 . Boxplots showing bias of estimates of log hazard ratios for partially observed binary variables missing completely at random (missingness mechanism 2) in 1000 samples of patients with stable angina in the CALIBER database.
The solid horizontal line is the 'true' log hazard ratio from data set C; the dashed lines are ±1 empirical standard error. The boxes span the 25th to 75th percentiles and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data point which is no more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from the box. Abbreviations: CALIBER, CArdiovascular disease research using LInked BEspoke studies and electronic Records; HR, hazard ratio; MCAR, missing completely at random; MICE, Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations; RF, Random Forest. Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; HDL, high density lipoprotein; SD, standard deviation a medical history variables were completely observed because the absence of a recorded diagnosis was considered to represent absence of the condition. Abbreviations: λ , ratio of between-imputation to total variance; σ 2 B , between-imputation variance; BP, blood pressure; CI, confidence interval; HDL, high density lipoprotein; HR, hazard ratio; MICE, Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations; PMM, predictive mean matching; RF, Random Forest; SD, standard deviation a Z-score is defined as the mean bias of the estimate divided by the empirical standard error from simulations, and should lie approximately within the interval (-2, +2). b Results from complete record analysis were based on the 986 samples for which it was possible to estimate hazard ratios for all parameters. Abbreviations: λ , ratio of between-imputation to total variance; σ 2 B , between-imputation variance; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; MICE, Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations; RF, Random Forest; SD, standard deviation a Z-score is the mean bias of the estimate divided by the empirical standard error from simulations b Percentage of imputed values that were different from the 'true' (observed) missing value. 
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Methods
We used the R packages CALIBERrfimpute, survival, xtable, missForest and randomForest. We created simulated survival data sets with two fully observed predictor variables (x 1 , x 2 ) and a partially observed predictor (x 3 ), which depends on x 1 , x 2 and their interaction. They were generated as follows:
Derived from x 1 and x 2 : x 3 = 0.5(x 1 + x 2 − x 1 .x 2 ) + e where e is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1.
Web Figure 4 (page 17) shows the association between the predictor variables.
The equation for the log hazard of patient i was given by:
where all the β coefficients were set to 0.5.
We used an exponential distribution to generate a survival time for each patient. We also generated an observation time for each patient, as a random draw from a uniform distribution bounded by zero and the 50 th percentile of survival time. If the observation time was less than the survival time, the patient was considered as censored (event indicator 0, and the patient's follow-up ends on their censoring date), otherwise the event indicator was 1, with follow-up ending on the date of event.
Web Call: lm(formula = x3~x1 * x2, data = mydata) All true log hazard ratios were assumed to be 0.5, with hazard ratios = 1.65. We checked that the hazard ratios in the simulated data were as expected for a large sample: We created data sets containing 2000 simulated patients. For each data set, we first analysed the complete data set with no values missing, then artificially created missingness in variable x 3 , imputed the missing values using various methods, and analysed the imputed data sets. We combined parameter estimates from multiply imputed data sets using Rubin's rules.
Missingness mechanism
Missingness was imposed in x 3 dependent on x 1 , x 2 , the event indicator and the marginal Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard, using a logistic regression model. The linear predictors were offset by an amount chosen to make the overall proportion of each variable missing approximately 0.2, i.e.:
where 'event' is the event indicator and 'cumhaz' is the marginal Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard. Web Figure 5 (page 19) shows the association between predictor variables x 1 and x 3 for missing and observed values of 
Association of predictor variables x1 and x3
We analysed the data sets with missing data using different methods of multiple imputation. We calculated the marginal Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard and included it in all imputation models, along with the event indicator and follow-up time.
We used the following methods of multiple imputation. In each case, the imputation model for x 3 contained x 1 , x 2 , the event indicator and the marginal Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard:
rfImpute -a single imputation method in the randomForest package, which uses the proximity matrix of a Random Forest to impute missing predictor variables. The marginal Nelson-Aalen cumulative hazard was considered as the 'response' for the purpose of running this algorithm. It was run with 300 trees (default) and 10 iterations.
missForest -from the missForest package, which completes a data set in an iterative way using Random Forest prediction. It was run with maximum 10 iterations (default) and 100 trees per forest (default).
MICE-RF -Random Forest MICE method from the CALIBERrfimpute package with 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100 trees.
Parametric MICE -normal-based linear regression with default settings, in which the imputation model for x 3 is of the form:
where e is the residual variance.
We analysed 1000 samples. We calculated the following for each method and each parameter:
• Bias of log hazard ratio
• Standard error of bias (Monte Carlo error)
• Z-score for bias
• Standard deviation of estimated log hazard ratio
• Mean length of 95% confidence intervals
• Coverage of 95% confidence intervals (proportion containing the true log hazard ratio)
R code for this analysis is in Web Appendix 3 (page 24)
Results
All the true log hazard ratios were set at 0.5. The Z-score is defined as the mean bias divided by the empirical standard error of the estimates. Web Tables 7 to 9 show the log hazard ratios for x 1 to x 3 estimated using different imputation methods. Web Figure 6 on page 22 shows that bias in estimation of x 3 after imputation with Random Forest was minimised using 10 or 20 trees. Web Tables 10 to  13 show that Random Forest produced less biased estimates than parametric MICE, and confidence intervals with Random Forest imputation were shorter but had greater coverage. -0.0258 *** -0.0227 *** 0.00304 *** x2 -0.026 *** -0.0231 *** 0.00288 *** x3 -0.0499 *** -0.0414 *** 0.00849 *** Negative values mean that the first method is less biased. P values from paired sample t tests. Significance level: * P <0.05, ** P <0.01, *** P <0.001. 
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Discussion
Some parameters estimated after imputation using rfImpute and missForest were biased and the coverage of 95% confidence intervals was much less than 95%. Failure to draw from the correct conditional distribution leads to bias and underestimation of the uncertainty when statistical models are fitted to imputed data.
In this simulation, parametric MICE using the default settings yielded a biased estimate for the coefficient for the partially observed variable x 3 . This is because the interaction between x 1 and x 2 was not included in the imputation models. The estimate using Random Forest MICE was less biased, more precise and had shorter confidence intervals with greater coverage. Omissions of interactions between predictors can potentially result in bias using parametric MICE even if, as in this case, the interaction is not present in the substantive model.
There was slight bias even with Random Forest MICE. The x 3 coefficient was biased towards the null with 5 or 10 trees and biased away from the null with 20 or more trees; bias was minimal with 10 or 20 trees. The optimal number of trees and variance estimator for Random Forest MICE warrant futher investigation.
This simulation demonstrates a situation in which Random Forest MICE has an advantage over parametric MICE. However, it may not be representative of real epidemiological data sets, so there is a need to also test the method on real data sets.
Web Appendix 3: R code for simulation study R functions
This R code needs to be run in order to load the necessary functions before running the script (page 30).
Data generating functions
makeSurv <-function(n = 2000, loghr = kLogHR){ # Creates a survival cohort of n patients. Assumes that censoring is # independent of all other variables # x1 and x2 are random normal variables data <-data.frame(x1 = rnorm(n), x2 = rnorm(n)) # Create the x3 variable data$x3 <-0.5 * (data$x1 + data$x2 -data$x1 * data$x2) + rnorm(n) # Underlying log hazard ratio for all variables is the same data$y <-with(data, loghr * (x1 + x2 + x3)) data$survtime <-rexp(n, exp(data$y)) # Censoring -assume uniform distribution of observation times # up to a maximum obstime <-runif(nrow(data), min = 0, max = quantile(data$survtime, 0.5)) data$event <-as.integer(data$survtime <= obstime) data$time <-pmin(data$survtime, obstime) data$cumhaz <-nelsonaalen(data, time, event) # True log hazard and survival time are not seen in the data # so remove them data$y <-NULL colnames(out) <-c('est', 'lo 95', 'hi 95', 'cover') out } coximpute <-function(imputed_datasets){ # Analyses a list of imputed data sets docoxmodel <-function(data){ coxph(myformula, data=data) } mirafits <-as.mira(lapply(imputed_datasets, docoxmodel)) out <-summary(pool(mirafits)) out <-cbind ( cover'] })) out <-c(bias, se_bias, z, sd(estimates), ci_len, ci_cov) names(out) <-c('bias', 'se_bias', 'z_bias', 'sd', 'ci_len', 'ci_cov') out } showTable <-function(coef){ methods <-c('full', 'rfimpute', 'missf', 'rf5', 'rf10', 'rf20', 'rf50', 'rf100', 'mice') methodnames <-c('Full data', 'rfImpute', 'missForest', paste('RF MICE with', c (5, 10, 20, 50, 100) , 'trees'), 'Parametric MICE') out <-t(sapply(methods, function(x){ getParams(coef, x) })) out <-formatC(out, digits = 3, format = 'fg') out <-rbind(c('', 'Standard', 'Z-score ', 'SD of', 'Mean 95%', '95% CI'), c('Bias', 'error of bias', 'for bias', 'estimate', 'CI length', 'coverage'), out) out <-cbind(c('', '', methodnames), out) print(xtable(out), floating = FALSE, include.rownames = FALSE, include.colnames = FALSE, hline.after = c(0, 2, nrow(out))) } maketable <-function(comparison){ # comparison is a function such as compareCoverage, compareBias compare <-cbind(comparison('rf10', 'mice'), comparison('rf100', 'mice'), comparison('rf100', 'rf10')) compare <-cbind(rownames(compare), compare) compare <-rbind( c('', 'MICE-RF 10', 'MICE-RF 100', 'MICE-RF 100'), c('Coefficient', 'vs parametric MICE', 'vs parametric MICE', 'vs MICE-RF 10'), compare) print(xtable(compare), include.rownames = FALSE, include.colnames = FALSE, floating = FALSE, hline.after = c(0, 2, nrow(compare))) }
R script
Run this script after loading the functions above.
library(CALIBERrfimpute) library(missForest) library(survival) library(xtable) library(parallel) # Use parallel processing on Unix # Initialise constants kPmiss <-0.2 # probability of missingness kLogHR <-0.5 # true log hazard ratio kSampleSize <-2000 # number of patients in simulated data sets # Set number of samples N <-1000 # Perform the simulation results <-mclapply(1:N, doanalysis) # Show results showTable('x1'); showTable('x2'); showTable('x3') # Names of the variables in the comparison variables <-c('x1', 'x2', 'x3') # Show comparisons between methods maketable(compareBias) maketable(compareVariance) maketable(compareCIlength) maketable (compareCoverage) 
